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QUESTION 1

Which are the prerequisites for performing flashback transactions on your database? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. Supplemental log must be enabled. 

B. Supplemental log must be enabled for the primary key 

C. Undo retention guarantee for the database must be configured. 

D. Execute permission on the DBMS_FLASHBACK package must be granted to the user. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the following PL/SQL block: 

SET SERVEROUTPUT ON 

SET LONG 10000 

ECLARE report clob; 

BEGIN 

report := DBMS_SPM.EVOLVE_SQL_PLAN_BASELINE(); 

DBMS_OUTPUT .PUT_LINE(report); 

END; 

Which statement describes the effect of the execution of the above PL/SQL block? 

A. The plan baselines are verified with the SQL profiles. 

B. All fixed plan baselines are converted into nonfixed plan baselines. 

C. All the nonaccepted SQL profiles are accepted into the plan baseline. 

D. The nonaccepted plans in the SQL Management Base are verified with the existing plan baselines. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Your database initialization parameter file has the following entry: 

SEC_MAX_FAILED_LOGIN_ATTEMPTS=3 

Which statement is true regarding this setting? 
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A. It is enforced only if the password profile is enabled for the user. 

B. It locks the user account after the specified number of attempts. 

C. It drops the connection after the specified number of login attempts fail for any user. 

D. It drops the connection after the specified number of login attempts fail only for users who have the SYSDBA
privilege. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Your system has been upgraded from Oracle Database 10g to Oracle Database 11g. You imported SQL Tuning Sets
(STS) from the previous version. After changing the OPTIMIZER_FEATURE_ENABLE parameter to 10.2.0.4 and
running the SQL Performance Analyzer, you observed performance regression for a few SQL statements. 

What would you do with these SQL statements? 

A. Set OPTIMIZER_USE_PLAN_BASELINES to FALSE to prevent the use of regressed plans. 

B. Capture the plans from the previous version using STS and then load them into the stored outline. 

C. Capture the plans from the previous version using STS and then load them into SQL Management Base (SMB). 

D. Set OPTIMIZER_CAPTURE_SQL_PLAN_BASELINES to FALSE to prevent the plans from being loaded to the SQL
plan baseline. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

View the Exhibit to examine the error during the database startup. 

You open an RMAN session for the database instance. To repair the failure, you executed the following as the first
command in the RMAN session: 

RMAN> REPAIR FAILURE; 
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Which statement describes the consequence of the command? 

A. The command performs the recovery and closes the failures. 

B. The command only displays the advice and the RMAN script required for repair. 

C. The command produces an error because the ADVISE FAILURE command has not been executed before the
REPAIR FAILURE command 

D. The command executes the RMAN script to repair the failure and removes the entry from the Automatic Diagnostic
Repository (ADR). 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following information will be gathered by the SQL Test Case Builder for the problems pertaining to SQL-
related problems? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. ADR diagnostic files 

B. all the optimizer statistics 

C. initialization parameter settings 

D. PL/SQL functions, procedures, and packages 

E. the table and index definitions and actual data 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two prerequisites are needed for performing workload capture and replay? (Choose two.) 

A. setting up the directory to capture the workload 

B. running the database in shared server mode 

C. Close all sessions performing queries using database links. 

D. The database on which the workload is replayed has to be a restore of the original database to a specific SCN. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 8

You are managing an Oracle 11 g database with ASM storage, for which the COMPATIBLE initialization parameter is
set to 11.1.0. In the ASM instance, the COMPATIBLE.RDBMS attribute for the disk group is set to 10.2 and the
COMPATIBLE .ASM attribute is set to 11.1. 
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Which two statements are true in this scenario for the features enabled for ASM? (Choose two.) 

A. The ASM-preferred mirror read feature is enabled. 

B. The ASM supports variable sizes for extents of 1. 8. and 64 allocation units. 

C. The ASM disk is dropped immediately from a disk group when it becomes unavailable. 

D. The RDBMS always reads the primary copy of a mirrored extent of the ASM disk group. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 9

View the Exhibit to examine the replay settings for replay parameters. What is the implication for setting the values for
replay parameters? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. The COMMIT order in the captured workload is preserved during replay. 

B. The value 100 in the THINK_TIME_SCALE parameter attempts to make the replay client shorten the think time
between calls. 

C. The value 100 in the CONNECT_TIME_SCALE parameter attempts to connect all sessions as captured. 

D. The value 100 in the THINK_TIME_SCALE parameter attempts to match the captured user think time while
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replaying. 

E. The value 100 in the CONNECT_TIME_SCALE parameter attempts to connect all sessions immediately as soon as
the replay begins. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Evaluate the following function code: 

CREATE FUNCTION get_dept_avg(dept_id NUMBER) 

RETURN NUMBER 

RESULT_CACHE RELIES_ON (EMPLOYEES) 

IS 

avgsal NUMBER(6); 

BEGIN 

SELECT AVG(SAU\RY)INTO avgsal 

FROM EMPLOYEES 

WHERE DEPARTMENTJD = dept_id; 

RETURN avgsal; 

END get_dept_avg; 

Which statement is true regarding the above function? 

A. The cached result becomes invalid when any structural change is done to the EMPLOYEES table. 

B. If the function execution results in an unhandled exception, the exception result is also stored in the cache. 

C. Each time the function is invoked in a different session, the current result in the result cache gets overwritten. 

D. If the function is invoked with a different parameter value, the existing result in the result cache gets overwritten by
the latest value. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

You are managing an Oracle Database 11g ASM instance having three disks in a disk group with ASM compatibility
attribute set to 11.1.0 and redundancy set to high. One of the disks in the disk group becomes unavailable because of
power failure. Which statements will be true in this scenario? (Choose all that apply.) 
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A. The disk automatically goes offline. 

B. The disk is immediately dropped from the disk group. 

C. The ASM tracks the extents that are modified during the outage. 

D. The ASM migrates the extents from the unavailable disk to the remaining disks. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 12

View the Exhibit for the object interdependency diagram. 

The PRODUCTS table is used to create the PRODCAT_VW view. PRODCAT_VW is used in the GET_DATA
procedure. GET_DATA is called in the CHECK_DATA function. 

A new column PROD_QTY is added to the PRODUCTS table. How does this impact the status of the dependent
objects? 

A. All dependent objects remain valid. 

B. Only the procedure and function become invalid and must be recompiled. 

C. Only the view becomes invalid and gets automatically revalidated the next time it is used. 

D. Only the procedure and function become invalid and get automatically revalidated the next time they are called. 

Correct Answer: A 
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